
quently resolved to interview people either 
inside their homes or in narrow alleyways 
that limit the number of bystanders.

The team learned about an entire cul-
ture centered on an activity that most 
Americans rarely give a second thought. 
Cheeta Camp residents who can afford it 
visit the bathrooms that cost one or two 
rupees, rather than using the free, govern-
ment-administered lavatories, because the 
private facilities tend to be cleaner and 
have running water. Everyone knows the 
cleaning schedule of favored bathrooms: 
far better to visit just afterward than just 
before. Residents ration their liquid intake 
in the evening; if the need arises to go dur-
ing the night, young women enlist friends 
to go with them for safety’s sake.

As the students worked in Cheeta Camp, 

President Faust was describing the new 
Harvard Initiative for Teaching and Learn-
ing to her audience at the University of 
Mumbai, voicing her faith in innovative 
teaching strategies to transform education 
and equip students to address the prob-
lems of the twenty-first century. Interna-

tional connectivity and 
mobility, Faust noted, 
do not automatically 
confer understanding; 
one responsibility of a 
university is to help its 
students understand di-
verse points of view—
ever more necessary 
when it may, falsely, ap-
pear that globalization 
has erased differences. 
As she spoke, dozens 
of Harvard students, in 
unconventional class-
rooms around the city, 

were learning that very lesson.
velizabeth gudrais

Elizabeth Gudrais’s reporting in India was support-
ed by an anonymous donation for international 
reporting. Future issues will contain additional re-
porting from her trip.

a group of public-health students 
practiced field methods by study-
ing sanitation in Mumbai’s Cheeta 
Camp slum. Clockwise from  
top left: rosemary Wyber maps  
the locations of toilet buildings  
with guidance from local residents;  
a crowd gathers as Wyber and  
Jennifer Weaver explain their  
project; azalea ayuningtyas  
(bottom right) and Joyce Gitangu  
(sunglasses on head) interview a 
man about sanitation and water 
access as Lavina Fernandez (left) 
translates; and Muhammad Farid 
abdul rahman, Jimmy Potter, and 
Gitangu stop outside after surveying a 
public toilet building and interviewing 
the desk attendant about the  
bathroom’s cost and cleaning schedule.

P h o t o g r a p h s  b y  P e t e r  P e r e i r a

a Blossoming  
Centennial
One by one, in the course of a decade, the 
masterpieces emerged, each as brilliant as 
the last—intricately detailed nature paint-
ings as idiosyncratic and complex as any 
the world has ever seen. Ducks plunge 
from icy branches into a winter pond. 
Schools of sweetfish dart between the 
submerged roots and stems of lotus flow-
ers. Roosters, a recurrent obsession, flare 
their combs in front of brilliant hydran-
geas and shady palms alike. Small blue 
birds perch on the slender limbs of a red-

dening autumn maple. Thirty such paint-
ings of inimitable craft and artistic passion 
ultimately coalesced into the Colorful Realm 
of Living Beings, an ensemble that forms the 
crowning achievement of the eighteenth-
century Japanese painter It  Jakuch . 

Jakuch  (known not by his surname, 
It , but rather by his artistic sobriquet) 
is not a name that many people outside 
Japan would recognize. But Yukio Lip-
pit, professor of history of art and archi-
tecture, says, “Jakuch   is probably the 
most recognized premodern artist in Ja-
pan.” Lippit, who specializes in Japanese 
art and architecture (see “Works and 
Woods,” September-October 2008, page 
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J o h n  h a r v a r d ' s  J o u r n a l

a  L o n g  Wa y  

f r o m  L o n g w o o d

Joseph B. Martin, dean of Harvard Medical School (HMS) from 1997 to 
2007 and now Lefler professor of neurobiology, has written a memoir of 
Crimson interest on several levels. The title, Alfalfa to Ivy, refers to Mar-
tin’s journey from his roots on the family farm in Duchess, Alberta (where 
he is shown, blue-jeaned, in the cover photograph and at right; the publisher 
is University of Alberta Press), to the helm of HMS. It offers, in its author’s 
characteristically steady voice, inside dope on, among other topics, the 
state of academic medicine in recent decades; major decisions—such as 
funding HMS’s New Research Building, Harvard’s role in the start-up of 
the Broad Institute to pursue genomic science, and rescuing the failing Beth 
Israel Deaconess Medical Center; and the alternately warm and chilly re-
lations between the HMS dean and Harvard presidents, and between HMS 
and Faculty of Arts and Sciences deans.

Those enticements aside, Martin has something serious to say about the 
medical school within the University constellation. Much of what he writes 
may be principally of historical interest—but it would be well to keep in 
mind the ebbs and flows in the relationship between research and educa-
tion in the realms of arts and sciences, on the one hand, and of professional 
medical research and training, on  the other. The following excerpts come 
from chapter 9, “Working with Larry Summers,” and begin with the transi-
tion to Derek Bok’s return to Massachusetts Hall in mid 2006 ( following 
Summers’s resignation as Harvard president).

On the eve of his interim term, I sent Derek a somewhat ar-
rogant and, in retrospect, probably unnecessary missive making 
the case that the medical school was in a strong position at the 
end of Larry’s term and that as it moved forward, the University 
might benefit from looking at some of our accomplishments.…

In the letter to Bok, which I also shared with Jamie Houghton, 
the senior fellow of the Harvard Corporation, I lamented the 
fact that the Corporation knew very little about the inner work-
ings and complexity of HMS and that most of the members of 
the Corporation had never set foot on our campus and had held 
very few meetings with me and my fellow deans. I was especial-
ly concerned that the planning strategies for the development of 
cross-university science that Larry had initiated in January 2006 
were about to be implemented by taking away commitments 
made to HMS, such as the support for the new department of 

systems biology. I was also concerned that the Allston planning 
process as proposed by the University Planning Committee on 
Science and Engineering, an interfaculty committee that Larry 
had charged just six weeks before his announced resignation 
and that made its report public in June 2006, sought to take 
away many HMS initiatives and relocate them to Allston with-
out concern about their impact on our planning.…

We will never know what might have become of Larry’s 
dream for a twenty-first-century Harvard, focused on life sci-
ences and the contribution that new interfaces between the 
academy and industry might have produced.

The economic disasters that have ensued [including the 
2007-2008 financial crisis and the resulting sharp decline in the 
endowment’s value] came to trump any such ambition under 
Harvard’s new administration. And so, in the spring of 2011, the 
Allston initiative was put on ice and the building of the first sci-
ence Quad was on hold, unlikely to be resurrected in the next 
five years. The stem-cell institute headed for relocation to the 
northwest corner of the Harvard campus, as far from the medi-
cal school and its hospitals as it could possibly be. The initiative 
on bioengineering is located in a space at the medical school on 
the Longwood campus, a good location for those of us here in 
the medical world, but, once again, keeping separate the activi-
ties that Larry hoped would integrate our communities across 
the University.

44), is curator of the exhibition Colorful 
Realm: Japanese Bird-and-Flower Paintings by It   
Jakuch  (1716–1800), on display from March 
30 to April 29 at the National Gallery of 
Art in Washington, D.C., as part of the 
centennial celebration of the Cherry Blos-
som Festival. (Visit www.nga.gov/exhibi-
tions/jakuchuinfo.shtm for more details.) 
A product of several years of planning 

between the National Gallery and the 
Imperial Household Agency of Japan, the  
exhibition will present Jakuch  ’s com-
plete series outside Japan for the first time, 
along with the Buddhist triptych that  
accompanied it in its original home at  
Sh kokuji Monastery in Ky to. 

Jakuch  was born into a prominent 
family of grocers who ran a large wholesale 

market in downtown Ky to. As head of his 
family, following the death of his father, 
his business prospered to such an extent 
that he was able to retire at the age of 40 
and, already an accomplished artist, de-
vote himself to painting full-time—which 
proved important for establishing his ar-
tistic legitimacy. “There was no higher 
form of praise in the sphere of the literati,”    

P h o t o g r a p h  c o u r t e s y  o f  U n i v e r s i t y  o f  A l b e r t a  P r e s s

Joseph B. Martin
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J o h n  h a r v a r d ' s  J o u r n a l

says Lippit, “than to describe someone in 
terms that marked him as a lofty amateur,” 
—someone who “practices an art not for 
profit or commercial transaction, but who 
paints purely as a form of expression of in-
teriority, for oneself or one’s friends, and 
who paints as a kind of 
spiritual vocation.”   

That sense of spiri-
tual discovery was also 
important to Jakuch ’s 
development. In his thir-
ties, he began to practice 
Zen Buddhism under the 
guidance of a well-known 
monk named Daiten, who 
was not only a spiritual 
leader, but also a respect-
ed intellectual active as a 
poet, a writer, and even a diplomat. Daiten 
introduced Jakuch  to the intellectual and 
cultural elite of Ky to, from whom the 
merchant-artist gained extensive knowl-
edge of the artistic and literary traditions 
of East Asia. Daiten in time became the ab-
bot of Sh kokuji Monastery, with which 
Jakuch  himself became closely linked, 
producing several major projects as gifts 
for the temple. 

But nothing that Jakuch  had previ-
ously done approached the complexity or 
ambition of the Colorful Realm. He began 
the series in 1757 and worked on it con-
tinuously until 1766, at an average pace of 
three paintings per year. Given the detail 

and technical sophistica-
tion of the paintings, this 
rate is remarkable. These 
are not the abbreviated, 
spare ink paintings that 
so many amateurs pur-
sued, Lippit remarks, 
but “very highly crafted, 
polychrome works on 
silk that meticulously 
depict their subjects us-
ing expensive materials 
and laboriously executed 

techniques that are associated, if anything, 
with professional painters.” Each painting 
is quite large—on average, about four and 
a half feet tall by two and a half feet wide. 
In addition, Jakuch  frequently employed 
a technique called verso coloration, which 
involved painting both the front and the 
back of a silk scroll, allowing the pigment 
on the back to subtly highlight the tones 
on the front through the weave of the silk. 

Lippit believes that Jakuch  initially 
planned the first paintings as either indi-
vidual works or a smaller set, only later 
expanding his vision. “At some point, 
under the influence of Daiten, Jakuch   
began to conceive of the series as a grand 
backdrop for a very important ritual at  
Sh kokuji, and he began to adjust the 
scrolls of the Colorful Realm accordingly,” he 
explains. The early paintings hew closely 
to the conventions of a major East Asian 
genre known as bird-and-flower painting, 
but later works become more experimen-
tal in their subject matter and treatment 
for reasons closely tied to an important 
Buddhist ceremony called the Kannon re-
pentance ritual. 

The ceremony—performed annually at 
Sh kokuji—describes the appearance of 
the Bodhisattva, or enlightened spiritual 
guide, Kannon in 33 different manifesta-
tions that he assumes in order to accom-
modate the various spiritual stages of 
advancement of different believers. There 
are only 30 paintings in the Colorful Realm, 
but Jakuch  complemented it with a trip-
tych featuring kyamuni, the historical   

Buddha, flanked by two Bodhisattvas,  
Mañju r  and Samantabhadra, for a total 
of 33. “What’s interesting about the Color-
ful Realm is that when it’s displayed in situ, 
the main Buddhist triptych is actually not 
the Bodhisattva Kannon, but kyamuni,” 
Lippit notes. “That’s because the chap-
ter in the Lotus Sutra 
that describes the 33 
manifestations of the 
Bodhisattva Kannon 
is actually being ex-
plained in a sermon by 
the Buddha—so the 
Colorful Realm creates a 
mise en scène of a lecture by the Buddha him-
self, to which all the birds and the animals 
are congregating in a Noah’s Ark-like sum-
mons.” 

It’s this conjunction of both the trip-
tych and the Colorful Realm in an approxi-
mation of their original arrangement that  
makes the National Gallery exhibit so 
exceptional, he adds: “It will combine, for 
only the second time in over 100 years, all 
30 scrolls with the Buddhist triptych in 
the center, so that you really experience 
the scenography of Jakuch ’s entire set.”  
Sh kokuji gave the paintings to the Japa-
nese Imperial Household in 1889 in re-

Visit harvardmag. 
com/extras for  
an original video Q&A  
with curator Yukio Lippit  
and additional  
images from the exhibit.

Mandarin Ducks in Snow (1759)

Nandina and Rooster (c. 1761–1765) 

Yukio  
Lippit
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turn for funding for 
the preservation of the 
monastery, and the Col-
orf ul Realm has made 
occasional public ap-
pearances since then. 
But even the home of 
the series—the San-
nomaru Sh z kan, the 
Museum of the Imperial 
Collections, in Tokyo—
does not exhibit the 
paintings all the time, 
and never with the ac-
companying triptych, 
as it would have been 
originally displayed at  
Sh kokuji. “All of our 
Japa nese  par t ne rs , ” 
Lippit says—the list 
includes the Imperial 
Household Agency, the Japanese embassy, 
and Sh kokuji itself—“really wanted to 
participate in this celebration of the Cher-
ry Blossom Festival, and of long-standing 
historical ties between Japan and the 
United States.”

Dodge Thompson, M.B.A. ’80, chief of 
exhibitions at the National Gallery, ob-
serves that Lippit himself played crucial 
roles in bringing the Jakuch  exhibit into 
existence. “Yukio is the consummate dip-
lomat. He is exceptionally thoughtful, a 
world-class listener, and very respect-
ful of other people’s opinions…. At every 
level, Yukio was involved in discussions.” 
Thompson invited Lippit, a Mellon Fellow 
at the gallery from 2002 to 2003, to guest 
curate the exhibition at the suggestion of 
Yoshiaki Shimizu ’63, Marquand professor 
of art and archaeology at Princeton, who 
is Lippit’s mentor. The gallery often needs 
guest curators when showing art from 
outside Europe and the Americas, and Lip-
pit was, in Thompson’s words, “exception-
ally well qualified for this project because 
he has a rich understanding of pedagogi-
cal and scientific developments in modern 
Japan, including a botanical and horticul-
tural awareness—and, of course, knows a 
lot about the work of It  Jakuch  .” 

But Lippit highlights the exceptional 
dedication and commitment of the many 
Japanese institutions involved in mounting 
the exhibition as the truly indispensible 
element in making the project work—par-
ticularly in the wake of the March 11, 2011, 
tsunami that devastated Japan. “Many of 

us involved in the show 
thought there was a real 
possibility that it might 
be canceled,” he remem-
bers. “But after a little bit 
of a pause, our Japanese 
colleagues expressed a de-
sire to go forward—they 
really wanted this to hap-
pen more than ever. So I 
think it’s important to 
note that the exhibition 
will take place just after 
the first anniversary of 
the disaster in Japan, and 
it’s a very moving thing to 

work with people such as my counterpart 
at the Imperial Household Agency, Ms. 
Aya Ota, and others as they are dealing 

with the aftermath of the disaster.” 
The Colorful Realm loan is a remarkable 

artistic event, on the scale of assembling 
all extant Vermeers or all Monet’s paint-
ings of water lilies in one gallery, and its 
presence will give the Cherry Blossom 
Festival an added poignancy this year. 
“This exhibition exemplifies our strong 
friendship. We Japanese are so grateful 
to Americans for showing solidarity and 
friendship with us after the Great Earth-
quake of March 11,” stated the Japanese 
ambassador, Ichiro Fujisaki, in a press 
release from the National Gallery. Lippit 
explains, “These are widely considered 
to be the most important and remarkable 
bird-and-flower paintings in the history 
of Japan, and possibly all of East Asia. 
The Colorful Realm went from being a kind 
of monastic treasure to an imperial trea-
sure, and has become a tremendous am-
bassador of Japan’s ‘culture of nature’ in 
the present moment.” 

vspencer lenfield

t h e  u n d e r g r a d u a t e

new life lessons
by isabel ruane ’14

I love routine. I think a lot of us do. 
We feel comforted knowing our lives 
are ordered, regular, and predictable, 
that we will wake up tomorrow and 

do what we always do on Tuesdays, what 
we always do in February, or what we al-
ways do at Harvard. But sometimes we 
need a break if we are to think and grow. 
Real thinking—thinking about life—dif-
fers from hard, intellectual reasoning, but 
it is no less important. In fact, we may 
need it more. If we can’t learn from expe-
rience and from other people, we have no 
place trying to learn from books.

In November, I had an adventure that 
got me thinking about life in new ways. 
One of my favorite cousins lives with her 
husband and family just outside Boston. 
This fall, their first daughter, Lucy, was 
born at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical 
Center, just a quick T ride from Cam-
bridge. The day after Lucy was born, a 
Sunday, I took off after brunch—not for 
the library, but for Beth Israel.

I was a little nervous—I’d never visited 
a newborn before, let alone by myself, and 
I could count on one hand the number of 
times I’d even set foot in a hospital—but 
what could go wrong? I thought it would 
be nice to arrive with a little something, 
maybe flowers and a stuffed animal for the 
baby’s big brother, but once in the Square, 
I found the florist closed and the toy store 
out of business! I took off toward the T 
at a run, now empty-handed and late. Of 
course, the T took longer than expected, 
too. By the time I finally arrived at the neo-
natal reception desk, I was tired, harried, 
and frustrated.

It was  magical how, the moment I 
stepped into my cousin’s hospital room, ev-
erything changed. Mother and child were 
lit only by the soft, milky sun of a late-fall 
afternoon. Lucy was snoozing, still and 
peaceful in her bassinet, and Sarah was 
smiling up at me from mounds of white 
bedding. The room was spacious, quiet, 
calm, and soothing. In an instant, my frus-

The Buddha Ś kyamuni   
(from Ś kyamuni Triptych,  
c. first half of the 1760s): 
one of a set of three  
hanging scrolls
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